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Abstract
In our previous paper (SPE-190281-MS), we presented results from a suite of multiscale experiments
to understand interactions occurring across crude oil/brine/carbonate rock interfaces with different brine
compositions. A new atomic to molecular scale mechanism was proposed based on changes in adhesion
energies at different length- and time-scales to explain SmartWater effects for improved oil recovery (IOR)
in carbonates. It was also understood that SmartWater effect is due to three distinct but interrelated physico-
chemical mechanisms, involving changes to the colloidal interaction forces, surface roughening due to
dissolution and re-precipitation, and removal of pre-adsorbed organic-ionic ad-layers (termed ‘flakes’) from
the rock surface.

In the present study, we carried out surface forces apparatus (SFA) experiments to understand SmartWater
IOR mechanisms at elevated temperatures and pressures (up to 150°C and 2,200 psi) representative of
realistic reservoir conditions. The results of earlier SFA measurements at elevated temperature showed a
significant dependence of SmartWater effect on temperature, while the dependence of pressure still remained
unexplored. To overcome this major shortcoming and fill the missing gap in existing knowledge, a unique
High Pressure-High Temperature Surface Forces Apparatus (HPHT-SFA) has been designed with the same
surface visualization capabilities as regular SFA (nm normally and μm laterally).

The calcite thickness and roughness changes measured using the HPHT-SFA at elevated pressures
showed a significant difference between SmartWater flooding versus high salinity water (HSW) flooding.
During SmartWater flooding, a high rate of removal of organic-ad layer from the aged calcite surface
(manifested by a substantial decrease in the layer thickness) and an unexpected degree of smoothening of
calcite (i.e., decrease in the difference between the maximum and minimum thicknesses of calcite) were
observed. The change in maximum thickness (i.e., thickness of flakes removed) was found to be around 100
nm, consistent with measurements at atmospheric pressure. The rate of flake removal from carbonate surface
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with SmartWater, however, was aggravated at high pressures when compared to that observed at atmospheric
conditions. Another set of experiments revealed that under high pressures HSW flooding was not able
to remove organic flakes from aged calcite surface, in contrast to analogous results obtained at ambient
pressure. These findings suggest that not only temperature has strong effect governing the restructuring
of the calcite surface, but also the pressure plays an important role affecting the kinetics of organic layer
detachment from the calcite surface.

This study presents first ever results obtained from the newly designed HPHT Surface Forces Apparatus
to demonstrate the importance of elevated pressures on crude oil/brine/rock interactions in SmartWater
flooding. The novel findings obtained at reservoir temperature and pressure conditions are of practical
significance to provide a better understanding of SmartWater flooding IOR mechanisms and subsequently
guide the optimization of SmartWater flooding processes in carbonate reservoirs.

Introduction
The SmartWater effect is a promising route to increase oil recovery in both sandstone1-4 and carbonate
reservoirs5-11 and it looks much attractive over other IOR/enhanced oil recovery (EOR) techniques especially
involving surfactant chemicals12-17 due to its simplicity and cost-effectiveness. The SmartWater composes
of low-salinity brine water with tailored ionic compositions that upon flooding in reservoirs causes the
migration of fines (or flakes of organic-ionic adlayers), changes on pH, and wettability18-21, resulting in
detachment and retrieval of crude oil22. Figure 1 shows the proposed mechanism of the SmartWater effect23,
where upon injection of low salinity brine water with sufficient amounts of three key ions (sulfate, calcium,
and magnesium), the crude oil-rock adhesion is weakened by removal of interstitial flakes and roughening
of the carbonate rock surface24. Moreover, the SmartWater increases the van der Waals repulsion between
the crude oil and rock surface. Most of the experimental laboratory studies reported so far have focused on
the effect of salinity and ionic compositions, and less on the effect of temperature and even less on the effect
of hydrostatic pressure. However, the two latter contributions to IOR are of crucial importance to better
understand and distinguish the key phenomena occurring at realistic reservoir conditions.

In this work, we present a new design of a Surface Forces Apparatus that works under high temperature
and high-pressure conditions. In addition, a Contact Angle measurement mechanism is included in the
design. We find that the unexplored territory of laboratory experiments under high pressure provides new
and unexpected results, which has significant impact on the molecular understanding of increased oil
recovery using SmartWater flooding.
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Figure 1—Mechanisms of the SmartWater Effect. The ψ values refer to the surface potentials, which
determine the colloidal interaction forces; the symbol of C denotes the concentration of the brine

solution; P is the hydrostatic pressure in the solution; the φ values are the surface roughness parameters
for the effective surface area of the calcite exposed to the brine solution. Our main question is, what

is the effect of hydrostatic pressure on the SmartWater effect? (Adapted from SPE-190281-MS24).

Materials and Methods

Sample and solution preparation

Materials.   The calcite rock samples were synthesized in-house from solution using previously published
protocols23. The stocktank degassed crude oil (CO) sample was obtained from a carbonate reservoir with its
SARA composition, total acid number, and other properties presented in Table 1. The field brine solutions
were re-constructed in laboratory using deionized (DI) water (18.2 MΩ·cm; Millipore Milli-Q) and reagent
grade salt chemicals (sodium chloride, calcium chloride, magnesium chloride, sodium sulfate, and sodium
bicarbonate; Sigma-Aldrich). Table 2 gives the composition of the synthesized formation water (FW) and
high salinity water (HSW). Compositions were based on geochemical analyses of field water samples
obtained from the same carbonate reservoir. The SmartWater solution has a concentration 1/10th of the
concentration of HSW to retain sufficient amounts of three key ions (sulfates, calcium, and magnesium),
and was prepared by mixing HSW with the appropriate amount of DI water. Table 3 shows the saturation
indices for the different calcium-containing minerals in the different brine solutions were calculated using
the PHREEQC aqueous modeling software with a pH 6 solution at 100 °C referenced against the oxygen
redox standard. All brine solutions were filtered using 0.2 μm polypropylene-based syringe filters (Anotop
10 IC) prior to use in experiments.
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Table 1—Properties of the crude oil23.

Saturates 39.2

Aromatics 48.3

Resins 7.0
Components (%)

Asphaltenes 5.5

Total Acid Number (mg KOH/g oil) 0.25

Stock tank oil gravity at 60°F (°API) 34.1

Dead oil density at STP (lb/ft3) 54.5

Dead oil viscosity at STP (cP) 14.6

Table 2—Geochemical analyses of reservoir formation water (FW) and injected
high salinity water (HSW), and composition of SmartWater ([HSW]/10 solution)23.

Ions Formation Water (FW) [ppm] High Salinity Water (HSW) [ppm] SmartWater [ppm]

Sodium 59,500 18,300 1830

Calcium 19,000 650 65

Magnesium 2,400 2,100 210

Sulfate 350 4,300 430

Chloride 132,000 32,200 3,220

Bicarbonate 350 120 12

Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) 214,000 58,000 5,800

Table 3—Saturation indices for the different calcium-containing minerals in the different brine solutions24.*

Solution** Calcite Aragonite Dolomite Anhydrite Gypsum

Formation water 1.1 1.0 1.8 0.3 -0.3

High salinity water (HSW) -0.5 -0.6 -0.4 -0.1 -0.5

SmartWater ([HSW]/10
solution) -2.1 -2.2 -3.5 -1.2 -1.6

*Calculated using the PHREEQC aqueous modeling software with a pH 6 solution at 100°C referenced against the oxygen redox standard.

**Mineral species that are undersaturated have negative saturation indices and are highlighted in dark grey. Mineral species that are oversaturated have positive
saturation indices and are highlighted in light grey.

Calcite Surface Conditioning Procedure23.   The experiments followed a two-step calcite surface
conditioning procedure (see Figure 2). In Step 1, referred to as the aging step, a clean calcite sample was
equilibrated with FW that had been pre-saturated with CO surfactants (FW-CO) in a sealed container at
100°C for 24 h to restore the original reservoir wettability of the calcite surface. FW-CO was prepared
by equilibrating FW with CO (1 FW:1 CO by volume) in a sealed glass vial at 100°C for 24 h and then
extracting the FW from the two-liquid solution. After undergoing the aging step, the resultant sample was
thereafter referred to as being ‘fully-aged’. In Step 2, referred to as the ‘SmartWater Effect’ step, fully-aged
calcite was equilibrated with the different experimental reservoir brine solutions (e.g., HSW and SmartWater
solutions) in the sealed HPHT-SFA container to study the effects of reducing the ionic strength of the
injection SmartWater on the CO/W/R system. Depending on the experiment, different components of the
samples were subsequently extracted for experiments and analyses.
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Figure 2—The high temperature-pressure contact angle and surface forces apparatus (HTHP-SFA) experimental setup. (a)
Schematic of the standard SFA experimental setup showing the light interferometric technique and how the mica surfaces

are moved using piezoelectric (bimorph) strips. (b) Photo of the HTHP-SFA setup where the pressure vessel is heated
using a heating tape controlled with a PID controller, and the pressure tubes pressurize the pressure vessel using a high-

pressure nitrogen gas cylinder (not shown) and safety shield for protection. Complete and tested for pressures up to 150 atm.
and high temperatures of 150°C. (The transparent shield in front provides a complete safety container, but is not present).

The High Temperature-High Pressure Surface Forces Apparatus (HTHP-SFA)

Surface Forces Apparatus (SFA).   The SFA technique uses white light interferrometry to monitor in real
time the calcite thickness and morphology25. A measure of the calcite evolution during waterflooding is the
maximum and minimum thickness of the combined two apposing calcite surfaces in the contact region (for
schematic, see inset in Figure 7).

The design of the HTHP-SFA.   Figure 2 shows the experimental setup of the HTHP-SFA, in which several
modifications were carried out as compared to the standard SFA (e.g., SFA 2000)26. These include: (1) a
newly designed chamber that allows measurements at high temperature and pressure to be carried out, see
Figure 3, (2) develop a new method for moving the sample surfaces laterally and normally, see Figures 4
and 5, (3) that is intended to allow for an in-situ Contact Angle setup, see Figure 5, and (4) to develop a
pressurizing system and safety shield, see Figure 2, respectively. The custom-designed pressure vessel was
purchased from and certified by Parr Instruments, while the rest of the HTHP-SFA is built in our laboratory.
The heating of the HTHP-SFA is done using heating tape (heavy duty rated up to 700 °C) with a precision
to within 2 °C. Heating and pressurization were successfully implemented.
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Figure 3—The pressure vessel for the HTHP-SFA. (a) A photo and (b) the schematic of the pressure vessel
purchased from Parr Instrument Co. This is certified to withstand 3000 PSI (204 atm) and 225°C. Our

new design of the Surface Forces Apparatus and Contact Angle device fits inside this pressure vessel.

Figure 4—Schematic design of the HTHP-SFA with a custom designed SFA. The custom
designed SFA, see details Figure 5, is placed inside a pressure vessel from Parr Instrument.
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Figure 5—Details of the custom designed SFA in the HTHP-SFA. Photo of two views of the SFA insert of the HTHP-SFA. The
SFA insert consists of piezoelectric (bimorph) strips for lateral and normal displacement of two apposing surface samples,

and is attached to the pressure vessel cap. The electrical wires through the pressure vessel cap are connected to the
bimorph strips that are used to control the displacement. The normal displacement is 1.4 μm/V and the lateral is 0.7 μm/V. The

bimorph strips are electrically exposed and will need to be coated for electrical insulation before next phase of the project.

The SFA experiment were carried out with calcite surfaces in contact for the duration of the experiment.
Ideally, the surfaces should be separated by a few micrometers between each data collection. Despite this
limitation we nevertheless found interesting and unexpected results, see Results.

The next phase of the HTHP-SFA fabrication is to make the displacement mechanism of the SFA insert
fully functional (see Figure 5). The displacement mechanism involves using piezoelectric (bimorph) strips
for both the normal and lateral displacements. The bimorph strips are connected to the outside of the pressure
vessel using electrical wires going through the pressure vessel cap. Since the experiments require electrolyte
solutions, the bimorph strips and the connecting electrical wires need to be electrically insulated using an
appropriate coating (i.e., a flexible polymer) that can withstand heat to 150°C.

A detailed summary of the experiments.   The interferometric technique used in the SFA to measure calcite
film thickness and roughness (i.e., minimum and maximum thicknesses) is thoroughly described in Chen
et al.25.

The preparation of aged calcite surfaces follows the procedure described in Chen et al.23. Here we
provide the main steps. Calcite was deposited from solution onto mica substrates and fully-aged in CO-
FW solution, as described in section 2.1.2. After aging, the calcite surfaces were transferred to the HTHP-
SFA and kept in close contact at 2-3 atm lithostatic pressure for the duration of the experiment. We use
calcite-calcite configuration (not mica-calcite) so as to avoid any possible pressure dissolution effects due
to dissimiliar surfaces27. The surfaces will be in contact with solution even though the separation distance
is only a few nanometers. During each measurement we first elevated temperature from room temperature
to 50°C and then increased the hydrostatic pressure from 1 atm to 2000 PSI (using nitrogen gas) to mimic
reservoir conditions. For the SmartWater experiment, the initial aged calcite thickness is 170 nm with 10
nm roughness. For the high salinity water (HSW) experiment, the initial aged calcite thickness is 120 nm
with 20 nm roughness. The uncertainties in SFA data points is 5 nm.
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Results and Discussion
Previous results on SmartWater effect23-25 showed aged-calcite thinning due to (1) Flake removal and
(2) Calcite roughening. We hypothesize that the same mechanism is valid for waterflooding under high
pressure (2000 PSI) and elevated temperatures (50°C). To test this hypothesis, a new SFA that works at
high hydrostatic pressures and elevated temperatures was designed. Using this new high temperature high
pressure SFA (HTHP-SFA), waterflooding of high salinity water (HSW) and SmartWater were performed,
see Figure 6 and 7. These experiments are compared to previous results on HSW and SmartWater performed
at atmospheric pressures and similar temperatures.

Figure 6—Changes in the maximum and minimum thickness of a pair of calcite surfaces as function of time in SmartWater.
After the calcite surfaces were inserted, the SFA chamber was heated up to 50°C. After two hours, the SFA chamber was

pressurized from atmospheric pressure to 2000 PSI. An unexpected increase of the maximum thickness during increase in
hydrostatic pressure was observed. At high pressures the SmartWater effectively removes add-layers (flakes), resulting in a
decrease in thickness leaving behind a smooth surface. The saturation index of calcite in SmartWater (1 atm, 100°C) is -2.1.
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Figure 7—Changes in the maximum and minimum thickness of a pair of calcite surfaces (see inset) as function
of time in HSW. After the calcite surfaces were inserted, the SFA chamber was heated up to 50°C. After one

hour, the SFA chamber was pressurized from atmospheric pressure to 2000 PSI. HSW does not remove add-
layers, resulting in no significant thickness change. The saturation index of calcite in HSW (1 atm, 100°C) is -0.5.

The new HTHP-SFA experiments monitoring changes in the calcite thickness and roughness under
high pressure show a significant difference between SmartWater and HSW flooding. During SmartWater
flooding, Figure 6, a high flake removal rate, manifested as a significant change in the layer maximum
thickness. In addition, there is an unexpected degree of smoothening, that is, a small difference between
the maximum and minimum thicknesses of calcite, as compared to experiments performed at atmosphereic
pressure. The change in maximum thickness is 100 nm, which agrees well with our hypothesized flake
removal process observed for SmartWater at 1 atm of 90 nm. Figure 7 shows that HSW flooding does not
remove flakes from the aged calcite surface under high pressure.

We propose a possible explanation: (i) Dissolution is due to undersaturation of the aqueous solution,
leading to precipitation outside contact region. The saturation indices of calcite (1 atm, 75°C) are -0.5
and -2.1 in HSW and SmartWater, respectively, which would predict greater dissolution in SmartWater.
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Hydrostatic pressure has an unexpected effect. Note that these experiments are the first in situ quantitative
measurement (first-of-its-kind). Further detailed measurements are needed to unravel this unexpected
hydrostatic effect on aged calcite.

(ii) Another possible explanation includes flushing out of salt crystals from contact region (e.g., Na2SO4),
which can be ruled out since we don't see any difference in HSW and SmartWater (i.e., 10-times reduced ions
concentration HSW) flooding, and pressure dissolution effect can be ruled out since two similar surfaces
do not show this effect.

To acquire a more detailed understanding of the mechanisms of calcite morphological changes and
flake removal under reservoir conditions, more HTHP-SFA experiments are needed, which includes testing
solutions with other salt concentrations. The above-mentioned experiments need to be accompanied by
imaging and element analysis of single surface before and after exposure to high pressure. Contact angle
measurements of a single aged calcite surfaces under high pressure and high temperature before and after
flooding will quantify the wetting properties under reservoir conditions.

Conclusions
A new SFA that works under realistic reservoir conditions of high temperature and high-pressure conditions
(up to 150°C and 2,200 psi) has been designed with the aim to study SmartWater effect – the increased
oil recovery by waterflooding – at molecular and microscopic scale. First ever experiments on SmartWater
flooding showed an unexpected effect of pressure on flake removal and calcite smoothening. In contrast, the
results of high salinity water (HSW) flooding experiment indicated insignificant impact on removing flakes
from the aged calcite surface under high pressure. These interesting results will require a new explanation
for increased oil recovery in SmartWater flooding at high pressures.
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